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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2161 53 Newlands St Trevallyn.: Hare Scary

One hump, the dependable Hash scribe
TITALATING READING
THE RUN GOES SOMETHING
LIKE THIS
As described by Boong
Scary gives final instructions, I
have not crossed Tyles trail
from last week, there are a
few hills and
some false
trails. You will
be surprised
where the ON
Home is,
down the
drive way and
turn right see
you in ninety
minutes
Blood hell One Hump it was
so long it ended up in the
next councils area half way to
Legana, bloody hell One
Hump false trails everywhere,
bloody hell it was a long one

One Humps advert
for silicon implants

hump especially after Tyles marathon last week, bloody hell One
Hump there were hills and more
hills and more hills , bloody hell
One Hump hashes were yelling
out all over the place ,Bloody hell
One Hump
it took forever to
find the
On Home
half way
to Legana,
bloody
hell One
Hump it
was cold ,
BLOODY
HELL One Hump it was a good run
with the front runners Tyles and
Bugsy staggering in after eighty
five minutes.. as told to me by
bloody Boong.

ON ON:
The full moon is high in the sky as the front runners
return to the ON ON site. There are the usual sludge
arse Hashers sitting around the fire pot as the front
runners return, or did they get lost on the run ???.
The Hashers return in drips and drabs complaining
about the steep drive way but the smell of Boags
soon calms them down. Nothing out of the ordinary is
going down at Hash tonight, the Hashers are mingling
about talking crap and quaffing ale after ale. That is
until Bendover runs the raffle of the year. A bottle of
Red Label Jack Daniels has been won by Shrek, he is
grinning from ear to ear. The bottle is secreted in his
bag and he heads off to the barby it is tea time. Shrek
throws on a couple of burgers while some of his mates decide to sample the bottle of Red Label Jack Daniels. The Hashers are wandering about swigging from
the bottle and passing it around. With about half an
inch left in the bottom someone says to you think
Shrek would like to finish it off.

One Humps Gossip Column
OTHER TASSIE HASH CLUB & RANDOM NEWS

And Hashers up dates
Stretch, still in Europe traveling around with the family
BALI Interhash www.interhash2016.com

Goblet, and others Birthday Bash in
Hobart 16 July see attached Flyer
Early bird entries for the Ballart Gold Rush Nash Hash
expire in 30 days time don’t forget to register. See
attached flyer

What is wrong with
you LH3 Hashers it
was the indigenous
round and Abba out
tipped you again

Raffle:

Tipping:

No Road Kill meat tray this week Bendover has sourced a bottle of Red Label
Johnny Walker whisky, tickets have never sold so fast.
Six pack Boags finest Lager: Bugsy

Abba has out tipped us again this week, Abba
and Bugsy both had 8 correct tips but Abba was
the closest to the points margin. Goblet is still
holding a slender lead

Thermos flask: Two Bob
Whisky: Shrek.
Bottle wine: Thumbs

Skulls:
Old new runner: Kuzza
Birthday boy: Bendover [ The big 50]
Scary setting the run
Skulls from the floor: At last weeks run the beer ran dry, no light or heavy
left. Scary and Sheila remember that Tyles won the six pack in the raffle
and it is soon consumed even though it is warm. Up you get Tyles for not
chilling the six pack you won

The 2015 Committee The Committee that brings you less and don’t give a Flying “F”.
GM: Electric Eric JM: Dunnoim, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Bendover Trail Master: Two Bob,
Horn: Sprocket, Lip: Delly Scribe: One Hump, Web Wanker Bugsy, Hash Hops, Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 9th June Hare: Sheila Tennis centre West Tamar H’way. Riverside
Tuesday 16th June Hare: Electric Eric CambridgeSt West Launceston.
Tuesday 23rd June Hare: Shrek Pump Tech Workshop Youngtown.
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Two Bob before he nominates you to set a
run or we will be back at 3 Wenlock Way again.

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 11th June Hare: Magpie 67 Havelock St Summerhill
Joke of the Week
Old Man And The Beaver An 86-year-old man went to his doctor for his quarterly check-up... The doctor asked him how he was feeling, and the 86-year-old said ,'Things are great and
I've never felt better.' I now have a 20 year-old bride who is pregnant with my child. "So what do you
think about that Doc ?" The doctor considered his question for a minute and then began to tell a story. "I
have an older friend , much like you, who is an avid hunter and never misses a season." One day he was
setting off to go hunting. In a bit of a hurry , he accidentally picked up his walking cane instead of his gun."
" A s he neared a lake , he came across a very large male beaver sitting at the water's edge.. He realized
he'd left his gun at home and so he couldn't shoot the magnificent creature. Out of habit he raised his
cane , aimed it at the animal as if it were his favourite hunting rifle and went 'bang, bang'." "Miraculously ,
two shots rang out and the beaver fell over dead. Now, what do you think of that ?" asked the doctor. The
86-year-old said , "Logic would strongly suggest that somebody else pumped a couple of rounds into that
beaver." The doctor replied , "My point exactly."

Gold Rush Nash Hash 2017
Click on the Link to register

THE $350.00 EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION FINISHES 30.6.2015 .

THE ASS END OF THE
TRASH

One hump
do you
think my
arse is big

